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Synopsis
 Introduction

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a software system that enables 

users to create, maintain, and manipulate data stored in a database. A 

database is a collection of data that is organized in a specific way, typically 

stored on a computer system.


The primary function of a DBMS is to provide a way for users to store and 

retrieve data efficiently and securely. It does this by managing the storage of 

the data, controlling access to the data, and ensuring data integrity and 

consistency.


A DBMS typically includes several components, such as a data dictionary, 

which stores information about the data in the database, a query language, 

which allows users to interact with the database, and tools for managing and 

administering the database.

Advantages of DBMS

 Data Consistency: DBMS ensures that data is consistent across the 

database, thus reducing the possibility of data inconsistencies and errors

 Data Security: DBMS provides various security features, such as access 

controls, encryption, and backup and recovery mechanisms, to ensure data 

security

 Improved Data Sharing: DBMS allows multiple users to access and 

manipulate data simultaneously, improving data sharing and 

collaboration

 Improved Data Accessibility: DBMS provides powerful tools for searching 

and retrieving data, making it easier for users to access the data they need

 Improved Data Integration: DBMS allows data from different sources to be 

integrated and stored in a single database, making it easier to manage and 

analyze.
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Disadvantage of DBMS

 Complexity: DBMS can be complex to set up and maintain, requiring 

specialized skills and expertise

 Cost: DBMS can be expensive, especially for larger systems or those that 

require specialized features or capabilities

 Performance: DBMS can sometimes be slower than alternative approaches, 

such as flat files or spreadsheets, especially when dealing with large 

amounts of data

 Dependence: DBMS can create a dependence on a single vendor or 

technology, making it difficult to switch to a different system or technology 

in the future

 Potential for Data Loss: DBMS is vulnerable to data loss due to hardware 

failures, software bugs, or other technical issues, requiring robust backup 

and recovery mechanisms to be in place.

Features of Database Management System

 Data Definition Language (DDL): This feature allows users to define and 

modify the structure of the database, including creating, modifying, and 

deleting tables, views, and other database objects

 Data Manipulation Language (DML): This feature allows users to manipulate 

the data stored in the database, including inserting, updating, and deleting 

data

 Query Language: A query language is a tool that allows users to retrieve 

specific data from the database by specifying certain conditions or criteria

 Data Integrity: DBMS enforces data integrity rules, such as referential 

integrity, to ensure the consistency and accuracy of the data stored in the 

database

 Transaction Management: DBMS provides transaction management 

features, which enable users to perform a series of operations as a single 

unit of work, ensuring that all operations are completed or none at all.



1 EMPLOYEE SALARY SHEET

Create Ms Access Database Software to

Prepare Salary in Your Company:
I'll give you the brief instruction to create a Payroll system using MS access for 
generate monthly salaries and print salary slips easily with this. You can print pay 
sheets for individual employers and salary details also. No need to install special 
software, no need special Skill but you need Ms Access in your computer. This way 
you can keep each month salary details records under database and can edit or 
review later.

 Instructions

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Step 6:

 Create Main Basic Table


 Create Query for Basic Main Table


 Create Pay Sheet Details


 Create a Salary Slip


 Create a Form to Enter Data


 Enter Staff Details

Step 1: Create Main Basic Table

 Open Ms Access

 Go to main menu & create table as mention with picture

 Add following details or your details what you pay to your staff monthly. 

(Image in Fig.1)

Fig.1



2 EMPLOYEE SALARY SHEET

Step 2: Create Query for Basic Main Table

Fig.3

Fig.2

Step 3: Create Pay Sheet Details

 Create a report base on monthly transaction for pay sheet

 insert formula for auto calculate OT / No pay/ and net salary



3 EMPLOYEE SALARY SHEET

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.6

Step 4: Create a Salary Slip

 Create a salary Slip how you want to give to your staff as below

 each and every details what you want to show in your staff salary slip..

Step 5: Create a Form to Enter Data

 Now create a form to enter data to your program

 base on your table crate a form to enter data very easily.



4 EMPLOYEE SALARY SHEET

Step 6: Enter Staff Details

 Now you are already finish your program

 enter staff details.

Fig.7

Fig.8



5 Using MS Access to Create a Database

Assignment:-

In this assignment, you are required to create a database – dbStudentCourse. 

In this database, you should do the following work

 Create three tables: tblStudent, tblCourse, and tblStudentCourse

 Build the relationship between tblStudent and tblCourse

 Create a query, and Generate a report based on the query results.

 Database Design

 This database contains three tables: tblStudent, tblCourse, and 

tblStudentCourse. tblStudent(StudentID, Sname, GPA

 tblCourse(CourseID, CourseTitle, CreditHour, Description

 tblStudentCourse(StudentID, CourseID, DateTaken, Status)

Fig.1



6 Using MS Access to Create a Database

 Open Microsoft Access 2013, and click “Blank Database”. You need to name 

your database as “dbStudent.accdb” and save it into a location that you 

will remember. Click “Create”

 In the database, you will see “Table1”, which is the default name created by 

Access. The datasheet view of “Table1” is on the right hand side of the 

database. Right click “Table1” on the top of the datasheet view and choose 

“Design View”. In the pop up window, rename the table as “tblStudent”

 Input the field name and choose the data type as shown in Figure 1 above

 Set the first field “StudentID” as the “primary key” by right clicking the very 

beginning of the first row. Now, the design of the table “tblStudent” is 

completed

 To create other two tables “tblCourse” and “tblStudentCourse”, go to the 

top menu and clic

 “Create” and then “Table”, you will see a new table named “Table1”. Repeat 

the procedures of b) and input the field names and data types as indicated 

in {Figure 2 and 3}

 Save your work by close all Table item window

 Input the data as indicated in {Figure 4a, 4b, and 4c}.

Fig.2



7 Using MS Access to Create a Database

Fig.3

Fig.4a



8 Using MS Access to Create a Database

 Build relationship for Student and course databas

 Click Database Tools-> Relationships… from the Tool menu, you will see a 

dialogue box

 Select all the tables and hit the button “Add”. Simply drag CourseID from

Fig.4b

Fig.4c



9 Using MS Access to Create a Database

 tblCourse to tblStudentCourse and StudentID from tblStudent to

 tblStudentCourse. The relationships among the tables are built (Figure 5)

Fig.5

Fig.6

  Query Manually

 Click “Create” menu, you will see several options to create a query. We will 

use “Query design”. When the “Show Table” box is popped up, add all the 

tables

 Drag the data fields you need from tables to the query layout area where 

the tables are shown. Click “Run”, you will get a query table. In your 

assignment, you list StudentID, SName, GPA, and CourseTitle; and name 

your query as qryStudentCourse.



10 Using MS Access to Create a Database

 Create Reports

 Click “Create” on the menu and then “Report Wizards

 Select the query you just generated and select all the fields

 Follow the instructions to create your own report based on the query you 

just created: rptStudentCourse.
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